Libby Phippard
PR - When A Question Is Not A Question
Based in London, Libby Phippard is a talented singer-songwriter who’s spent the last
twelve months garnering a reputation as a true musical talent. Entitled 'When A
Question Is Not A Question', her latest single is a lyrically poetic, upbeat electronic
piece that showcases not only her songwriting prowess, but her individuality as an
artist. It’s reminiscent of Ed Sheeran’s ‘You Need Me, I Don’t Need You’, with rhythmic
lyrics and rap-inspired vocals.
Lyrically, she explores and self-reflects on past toxic relationships, a reminder to keep
them at bay, and cut out from our lives. The track’s diction-heavy vocals and emotionpacked lyrics combine to create a superb single that puts Libby's decade of
songwriting experience up on display.
Produced by Danny Blackburn, this is Phippard's fourth single and first venture into
dabbling with electronic music.The track premieres 27th August 2021, and will be
available to stream across all major platforms. For media inquiries, including
interviews and all things press-related, please email libby.phippard@gmail.com.
Libby’s EPK has been linked below.
"This song expresses a lot of anger at a level of passive aggression that I think most
people have experienced at one point in their lives – that attempt at control while
maintaining some semblance of the moral high ground, where we’re put in a position
where we can’t ‘reasonably’ say no, regardless of how much we want to. It’s about
distancing ourselves from those situations, about saying no anyway, completely
unapologetically."
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Past Acclaim for Libby Phippard
“Libby’s performance is full of expression, her profound but gentle tone is worthy of
admiration.” – Less than 1,000 Followers, March 2021
“Libby Phippard blends classical tones with folk sensibilities for a timeless sound that
is utterly captivating in ‘Please Don’t Ask Me to Stay’. Her classical training comes
through on the vocals which are clear and touching.” – The Other Side Reviews,
March 2021
“Exposing the fragility of the human spirit with her delicate voice, listening to Libby’s
music is like floating along a smooth river but without any life-jacket.” – Nexus Music
Blog, March 2021
“Her performance is beautiful and heartfelt as she sings of losing patience.” – The
Static Dive, September 2020
EPK:
https://www.libbyphippard.com/epk

